"Haste makes waste."

The Comely Advertiser. "In unity, there is strength."
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An Account Of Horrible Deeds!

ATTENTION WOODWORKERS

ANY AND ALL PERSONS BRAVE AND WELL DISPOSED WHO HAVE ANY INCLINATION TO UNDERTAKE AND PURSUE THE CRAFT OF JOINERY NOW UNDERWAY IN THIS REPUBLIC,

TAKE NOTICE,

"for the sake of our children and our land hold saws properly, using the three-fingered grip common to all those who love liberty and apple pie." -PUBLIUS

PURVEYORS OF LABOR-SAVING INSTRUMENTS, operating by principle of the recent discoveries of Mr. Faraday of England.

Devices of all kinds available on reasonable terms for immediate delivery.

Inquire of Professor Jorrin.

MR. Duncan Phyfe of 168-172 Fulton Street offers a full selection of furniture in the modern style, ready for delivery or built to his patterns.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

The lost cat belonging to Mrs. Fling of West Goreck Street has been found.

NAILS! NAILS! NAILS!


COMMITTEE of moral citizens announces that amongst prevalent vices the Moxon vise and vise hardware sold by Tools For Working Wood are ones of the best.

GRAMERCY TOOLS

Saw Manufactury, Respectfully begs to inform members of THE SOCIETY of carrying on in the toolmaking business in the newest and most fashionable manner. In the vicinity of Bush Terminal on the Gowanus Bay.

ANILINE DYE! This unparalleled boon to all furniture-makers, and decorators will not be invented for many decades. Patience is kindly requested, W.D. Lockwood & Co.

From J. M. to J. A. Will meet at the Festhalle barn on May 15.

Mr. T. Corbett has relocated his shop beside The Old Ale House to down the block from The Slightly Newer Ale House and may be found during the day in The Other Ale House where he accepts design commissions of all kinds.

Mr. Rembrandt Peale, artist, wishes to make known that he is not available to do portraits of cats, not mattering how beloved.

Unforeseen Dilemma

A meeting Tuesday last of the town council, Alderman Seltzer of the Fourth Ward decried the improbability of citizens paying for a printed daily newspaper as harkening to the town crier is available gratis.

BOOKS, paper, pencils, erasers (latest from the Italian provinces), glass paper, frets saws, best blades, shellac, stones, oil, rules, squares, chisels for mortising, chisels for bench work, all of the latest styles for maximum utility available at Tools For Working Wood, Mr. J. Moskowitz Prop.

MR. J.œ. ELO Moskowitz begs leave to advise the public that he has for sale a large quantity of lumber cut slightly too short.

Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee will give an educational lecture about his new invention to foster proliferation of portraits of cats.

Noon, Everywhere.

Mr. Rembrandt Peale, artist, wishes to make known that he is not available to do portraits of cats, not mattering how beloved.

Unforeseen Dilemma

TROUSERS and shirts, made especially for the discerning workman in the latest styles from the continent. Chisels and carving tools following the latest London sweeps in stock at all sizes.

PERUSE OUR EXTENSIVE WARES FROM THE SAFETY & COMFORT OF YOUR VERY OWN BEDCHAMBER: Engage the services of a local and trusted browser and kindly direct him to the following address: Toolsforworkingwood.com. Under the sign of the black mitre plane.